Unlock the full Microsoft Experience

Spinpanel is a multi-tenant Microsoft enablement platform for Managed Service and IT Service Providers. It allows Microsoft Partners to automate and manage Microsoft tenants, users, and devices. The significant automation capabilities along with the renewed ease in managing large volumes of tenants also makes Spinpanel the ideal tool for your helpdesk to use.

License assignment, user creation, password resets, all this and more is easily executed by your support team using Spinpanel as their central tool.

Some of the highlights of Spinpanel include:

### Self Service Licensing

White label the Spinpanel portal and give your customers access to login and do their own license and user management. A win-win solution for all, customers no longer need to wait for licenses to be provisioned or users to be created, and your helpdesk receives fewer help requests as a result.

### Automated License Adjustment

Automate the cleanup of unassigned licenses. Decide per tenant if this is something you wish to activate. Be the partner that can guarantee their prospects that signing with you will ensure they never pay for licenses they’re not using.

### Extensive PowerBI Reporting Module

Gain insight into your Azure, Office, and Onetime invoices. View subscription details and statistics over all your customers at once. Identify trends in your customers’ Azure usage. Better yet, make Azure and Office 365 usage and cost reports available to your customers and reduce the amount of questions about.

### Command Blocks

Step into the future with automated PowerShell scripts disguised as Command Blocks. Make use of our wide and ever-expanding selection of Command Blocks to execute common tasks and commands over multiple cross-tenant users, applications and devices at once.

### Spinpanel Scenario

Automate day-to-day tasks with Spinpanel Scenario. Set triggers that automate the activation of certain command blocks or command sets. For example, use the trigger of adding a user to an Azure AD group to automatically assign them a license, add them to a subset of Microsoft Teams channels, and send them an introduction email.

### Spinpanel for Intune

Make your Intune setup scalable and introduce multi-tenant management to your Intune infrastructure. Pre-define the ultimate device template and tweak it for different tenants or departments with one key benefit: roll out updates to multiple tenants at once. No supporting infrastructure required.

### Spinpanel Power Automate

Open the door to limitless possibilities with the Spinpanel Power Automate connector. Expand your workflows across the boundaries of Spinpanel itself, and allow Spinpanel to trigger activities in other tools associated with Power Automate, and vice versa.

Disclaimer: Access to features is dependent on your Spinpanel plan. Features may change and expand over time.